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Abstract - -We study the thermoelastic system and we prove that the divergence of the displace- 
ment vector field and the thermal difference decay exponentially as time goes to infinity. Moreover, 
we show that the decay cannot hold in general. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In one-dimensional thermoelasticity, hanks to the works [1-11], it is well known that the energy 
associated with the solution of the thermoelastic system decays exponentially as time goes to 
infinity. Whereas for n-dimensional materials, the situation is more complicated and there are 
only a few results concerning asymptotic behaviour. In general, it is not true that the total energy 
decays to zero as was shown in [12]. For example, for materials that occupy the whole R 3, Dassios 
and Grillakis [13] showed that the heat difference and the curl free part of the displacement vector 
field decay uniformly in time like t 3/2, while the free divergence part conserves its energy. In the 
special case of symmetrical solutions, when the material has a spherical shape, it was shown 
in [14] that the total energy decays exponentially. For bounded omain, Chir i~ [15] proved the 
asymptotic equipartition of the mean kinetic and strain energy and that the thermal difference 
decays to zero, but no rate of decay was obtained. However, the question about a uniform rate 
of decay for bounded omains in its general form seems to be untouched. So to fill this gap, we 
study these points here. 
The main result of this paper is to show that the curl free part of the displacement vector 
field, as well as the thermal difference, decays exponentially to zero as time goes to infinity, while 
the divergence free part conserves its energy. So, when the initial data is taken such that the 
divergence free part is zero, the energy decays exponentially, whereas, when the free divergence 
part is not zero, then the total energy does not decay to zero uniformly. 
The system for isotropic thermoelastic materials is given by 
utt - #Au - (#  + A)V div u + aV8 = O, in f~, 
Ot - nA8 + a div ut -- O, in f~, 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
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u(x,0) = uo(x), ut(x,O) = Ul(X), 0(x,0) = Oo(X), in ~, (1.3) 
with the following boundary conditions: 
u(x,t) = O, O(x,t) = O, on r .  (1.4) 
In that follows, we will use the notation ut, it, and utt, ~ to indicate first- and second-order 
derivatives with respect o the time. 
2. DECOMPOSIT ION OF THE ENERGY 
AND EXPONENTIAL  DECAY 
In this section, we show that the displacement can be decomposed into two parts: a curl free 
part and the divergence free part. To do this, we solve system (1.1)-(1.4) over the spaces 
~ = W~ x ,~ x L2(g~), 
'/"Q = Wd x ~a, 
where 
)d;c = {w 6 [H~(fl)]n; curl (w)=0},  Cc = {w6 [L2(~)] n" curl (w)=0} 
14;d={w6[H l (~) ]n ;  div (w) =0},  Ed={W6[L2(~) ] " ;  div (w) =0}.  
REMARK 2.1. If w e [H~ (~)]n, then there exists functions w c, w d in [H01 (~2)] n, with curl w c = 0 
and div w d = O, such that 
w = w c + w g. (2.1) 
In fact, the regularity follows immediately, and lets us shows that w ¢ = 0 on 0n. To do this, 
suppose that w has compact support. Note that w c = Vp and we can choose p 6 H01(~). Let 
us denote by B any ball such that B c ~ \ support (w). We will show that Vp = 0 over B. 
Denoting by ~/the solution of the Dirichlet problem 
-A~/=f>0,  inB ,  ~/=0, on cOB. 
Let us extend ~/zero outside B. Multiplying (2.1) by V(T/p) and using the orthogonality, we get 
IVpl2vldx + ~ flpl2 dx = O. 
From the maximum principle, we get that ~/> 0, hence, the above inequality implies that p = 0 
over B. Finally, since 
IlWlldc = Ildiv wll + IIcurl wll 
is an equivalent norm in [H~(~)] n, using density arguments, our conclusion follows. 
So we have that 
[g01 (n)] n = m (9 Wd, We n Wd = {0}. 
Let us denote by .4c and by ¢4d the following operators: 
(! , 0) / o 0'/ -aV  , Ad A~= 0 = 
-~  div tea 
with domains 
D (Ac) = Wc N [H~(~)] n x Wc x H01(~) n H2(12), D(Ad) = Wc gl [H2(fl)]" × We, 
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where A is the elastic operator A = #A + (# + ),)V div. It is not difficult to show that .Ac 
and ~ are infinitesimal generators of semigroups operators over 7"/c and ~/d, respectively. So, 
there exists only one solution (u c, u~, 0) E D(A~) of system 
u~t - #Au c - (# + A)V div u c + aV0 = Vp, in ~, (2.2) 
c = 0, in g~, (2.3) Ot - ~AO + a div u t 
uC(x,0) = u~(x), u~(x,O) = u~(x), O(x,O) = Oo(x), in a,  (2.4) 
u~(z, t) = o, o (z , t )  = o, on r ,  (2.5) 
where Ap = 0. Also, we have that there exists a solution (u d u d~ ~ D(Ad)  for system ' t /  
udt -- #Au g = Vr, in f~, (2.6) 
ud(x,O) = udo(x), ud(x,O) = ud(x), in ~, (2.7) 
u~(x, t) = 0, on F, (2.8) 
with Ar = 0 and u0 = u~+u d, ul = u~ +Ul  d. Now we will prove that we can decompose u 
solution of system (1.1),(1.2) as 
u = u c + u d, (2.9) 
where u c is the solution of system (2.2)-(2.5) and u d is the solution of system (2.6)-(2.8). In 
fact, from Remark 2.1, u can be decomposed into u = UC+ U 4. Substitution of this identity into 
equation (1.1) yields 
ff~ - /~AU ~ - (# + A)V div U c + aVO = R, in f~, 
where R = -U~ + #AU d. Since the curl of the left-hand side of the above equation is zero, we 
have that curl R = 0, therefore, there exists a function q such that R = Vq, with Aq = 0. So, 
U ¢ also satisfies equations (2.4)-(2.6). By the uniqueness, identity (2.9) holds. Similarly, we get 
U d = u d. Let us introduce the energies functions 
E(t,  u, 0) = .~  lut[ 2 + #IVul 2 + (# + A)ldiv ul 2 + 1012 dx, 
E~(t,u,O) = fa  lutl2 + (2# + A)lVul 2 + IOI2 dx. 
Under the above notations, we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. The energy associated with the solution of system (2.2)-(2.5) satisfies 
ddt Ec (t, u c, 0) = -a  fn  IV012 dx. 
PROOF. Multiplying equation (2.2) by u~ and equation (2.3) by 0, summing up the product 
results, and using the fact that u~ and Vp are orthogonal, our identity follows. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let us denote by q a C 2 function such that q = v over F, then we have 
d r f .cOqioxj it c __Ou~ Cdx i 2#+Aft  uCl2 --dt ~ j n uj ~ dx + jqi~x#U i ~ = 2 ]div dF 
% 
=-H(t) 
[ .cOqi .c 1 [ 
+ Jn" uj_--u,vx~ dx - ~ ]~ div q { l~?  - Idiv ~? ~} d~ 
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Let us multiply equation (2.2) by V(q. u) and using the orthogonality, we get 
fniie" u c) - AueV(q • u e) + exV8. V(q. u e) dx = 0. (2.10) V(q. 
Performing an integration by parts, and since over D(,4), Au = (2# + A)V div u, we have 
Since u e = 0 on the boundary, we have 
fr  [ Ou~ ] fr [ Ou~ ] fr ue'2 I ,  = div u° dr  = div u e [vc~-b-v j d r  = Idiv dF. 
On the other hand, 
/2 = div u e (Aqi) u~ dx + div u ~ Oxj dx + div ueqiAu~ dx. 
Using the fact that there exist 9 such that u e = V~, we have 
/3 = hgq iA~x i dx = ~ q, ]A~o[ 2 dx = ~ qivi[div uC[ 2 dF - ~ div q [div dx, 
f~om where it follows that 
12 = div u e (Aqi) u~ dx + div u ~ Oxj dx + ~ d r - ~ div q Idiv dx. 
Finally, we have that 
£ o ° [ fie qi u c d~. -t- [ ...e_ Oui 
° °}  L " 
d f f .~ q, e - .e  Ou~ f .eOq~.e .e OUi 
Using the fact that curl u e = 0, we get 
L d {~ "eOq. c "c OU~ } ~ "eOqi'c I f  a fie. V(q. u) dx ~ Oxj ujq, Oxj - us ~ ui dx + ~ q = u j~u i + .~dx  div Ift~l 2dx. 
Substitution of this identity and the values of /1  and/2  into equation (2.10) yields our conclu- 
sion. | 
Now, we introduce the multiplicators ¢ and w given by 
with 
LEMMA 2.3. 
-A¢  = div u e, -Aw = 0, in f~, 
¢(x,t )  = 0, w(x, t) = 0, 
Under the above notations, we have 
d f 
] oct dx 
.In 
on P. 
+ (2~ + A) fr aw ~divu  dF+a~Vw.  VO~. 
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PROOF. Multiplying equation (2.2) by 4t, we get 
/o /o /o -~ 04t dx = -a  VO- V4t dx - a IV4t[ 2 dx + O4tt dx. 
To arrive at our identity, note that 
f O4. dx=-f  4.dx=-fwdivuT, dx=fvw.= ,d  
= (2# + A) -~u div u c d r - (2# + A) 0 div u c da: - a Vw.  VO dx, 
from where our conclusion follows. | 
LEMMA 2.4. Let us suppose that v E [H~(F/)] '~ and curl v = 0, then there exist positive con- 
stants co and cl for which we have 
coHVHL  <_ Ildiv VllH-  <_ C [IvI[L . 
PROOF. We only prove the left-hand side inequality. The other is immediate. In fact, by hy- 
potheses there exist a function p for which we have v -- Vp. Then we can decompose v into two 
parts: 
v = V41 + V42, (2.11) 
where 
A¢1= divv,  A¢2=0,  inf )  
0~2 0~1 
41(X) = 0, Oq// 0v ' on F. 
To see that identity (2.11) holds, consider the difference F = p - (41 + ¢2), then F satisfies 
OF 
AF=0,  in~2, - -=0,  onF .  
Ov 
By the uniqueness of the Neumann problem, we get (2.11). We can choose 42 such that 
fn 4~ dx = 0. Since 
041 I ~--- [[~41[[L2(G ) ~_< [[div V[[H-I(G ) and H~42[]L2(f~) __< ~ I-I-I/2(F) el[V41 [[n~(f)), 
In the last inequality, we have applied the trace theorem and Poincar6's inequality. So, we finally 
arrive at 
HVl[L=(n) = 11V¢1 + vC2iIL~(n) < C I[vciIIL~(a) < Clldiv VlIH-I(n), 
from where our conclusion follows. | 
The above lemma in particular implies that 
[[u~[IL2(a) _< clldiv u~l[Ho~(a)-i _< O[[V4tIIL2(~). 
Now we have the conditions to show the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let us suppose that the initial data (u0, ul, 00) E T/c; then the solution of (1.1)- 
(1.4) satisfies 
[Idly 2 /n  Ut[IH-'(n) A- Idiv U[ 2 -4-[OI2dx <_ CZ(O, uC, O)e -~t. 
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Note that div u c = div u. From Lemma 2.4, the definition of w, and Lemma 2.3, there PROOF. 
exist C6 and c~0 > 0, for which we have 
d ~ o(tdx < C~ ~ ,VO, 2dx+5~r  ,div uC, 2 dF+5fa ,d iv  uC] 2 dx-~o ~ ,u~, 2dx. 
From Lemma 2.2, we have that 
2.+ 2 Idiv °12er+c (t' °'°) 
From the two above inequalities and taking 5 small enough, we get 
d + 21z4_~__~+Ag(t) 
_ C~0 uC[2 <C~£,VO[2dx+5~[divuC[2dx ~[u~,2dx-5~r[d iv  dF. 
Multiplying equation (2.6) by u c and applying the orthogonality condition, we get 
d d-~uC.u~dx=~,u~[2dx-(2#+A)~[divuC, 2 dx -~VO.uCdx  
from where it follows that 
d 21z46+AH(t) 46 • u~dx} 
_ C~0 uCl2 <_C~,VO[2dx-5~[divuC[2dx - -~[u~[2dx-5/r[div dF. 
Let us introduce the functional 
E.(t) = NE (t, u c, O) + OCt dx + H(t) + 2# +------~ u c. u~ dx. 
It is not difficult to see that, for N large enough, there exist co and cl > 0 such that 
coE (t, u c, 0) < £(t) < clE (t, u c, 0). 
From the last two inequalities, we get that 
z(t) < -Tz(t)  ~ ~(t) < :(0)e-~'; 
therefore, our conclusion follows. 1 
Finally, we will prove that when there exists a nontrivial solution of equations (2.5)-(2.7), then 
the total energy does not decay to zero. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let us take initial data such that Udo ~ 0 or u d ~ O. Then the total energy 
associated with system (2.2) satisfies 
E(t) >_/a [udl2 + # IVu°dl2 dx. 
PROOF. In fact, we can decompose the displacement vector fields into two parts, given by equa- 
tions (2.6)-(2.11) and (2.5)-(2.7). Note that by the orthogonality condition, we have that 
from where we obtain 
g(t,u,O) = Eo(t, uo, o)+ +.lw l > +.lVu 01 d ; 
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